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Abstract. A Science Gateway is a connection between scientists and their com-
putational tools in the form of web portal. It creates a space for communities,
collaboration and data sharing and visualization in a comprehensive and efficient
manner. The main purpose of such a solution is to allow users to access the compu-
tational resources, process and analyze their data and get the results in a uniform
and user friendly way. In this paper we propose a complex solution based on the
Rich Internet Application (RIA) approach consisting of a web portal powered by
Vine Toolkit with Adobe Flex/BlazeDs technologies. There are two Science Gate-
ways described in detail one for engineers to manage computationally intensive
workflows used in advanced airplane construction simulations, and one for nano-
technology scientists to manage experiments in nano-science field calculated with
Density Functional Theory (DFT). In both cases the results show how modern web
solution can help scientists in their work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Advanced web-based graphic and multimedia oriented user interfaces (GUIs) de-
signed for scientists and engineers could change the way users collaborate, share com-
puting experiments, data and work together to solve day-to-day problems. Moreover,
future science and engineering gateways will influence the way users will access not
only their data, but also control and monitor their demanding computing simulations
using the Internet. To allow users to interact remotely with future supercomputers
and large-scale computing environments in a more interactive and visual manner
we present a tool called Vine Toolkit that has been successfully used as a core web
platform for various gateways [1, 2]. Vine Toolkit is a modular, extensible and
easy-to-use tool as well as high-level Application Programming Interface (API) for
various applications, visualization components and building blocks to allow inter-
operability between many different HPC and grid technologies. It supports Adobe
Flex and BlazeDS technologies to allow developers to create advanced, rich web
applications similar to many stand-alone GUIs [3]. Additionally, Vine Toolkit has
been integrated with well-known open source web frameworks such as Liferay and
Gridsphere. In this paper, we briefly describe new technological solutions relevant
for advanced scientific and engineering portals driven by example scientific and en-
gineering needs.

1.1 Related Work

Currently, there are several grid portal frameworks available that help users to cre-
ate advanced and easy-to-use science gateways. P-GRADE is a good example of
highly integrated parallel application development web-based system for Grid and
clusters [4]. It uses Globus, Condor-G, ARC, BOINC and MPICH-G2 as grid-aware
middleware to conduct computations. Another example is a collaborative environ-
ment where scientists can safely publish their workflows and experiment plans, share
them with groups and find those of others, called myExperiment.org [5]. In this
approach, workflows, other digital objects and bundles (called Packs) can now be
swapped, sorted and searched like photos and videos on the Web. Unlike Facebook
or MySpace, myExperiment fully understands the needs of the researcher and makes
it really easy for the next generation of scientists to contribute to a pool of scientific
methods, build communities and form relationships – reducing time-to experiment,
sharing expertise and avoiding reinvention. EnginFrame is a good example of a web-
based front-end for simple job submission, tracking and integrated data management
for HPC applications and other services [6]. EnginFrame can be easily plugged on
several different schedulers or grid middlewares like Platform LSF, Sun Grid Engine,
PBS, or gLite middleware. Another approach to build an API that provides the ba-
sic functionality required to build distributed applications, tools and frameworks is
SAGA [7] – it offers however only easy to use programming interface without any
GUI support needed to create easy-to-use science gateway. Yet, another approach
to build similar to Science Gateway solution is one of problem solving environments:
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GridSpace2 [8, 9]. GridSpace2 is a novel virtual laboratory framework enabling re-
searchers to conduct virtual experiments on Grid-based resources and other HPC
infrastructures. GridSpace2 facilitates exploratory development of experiments by
means of scripts which can be expressed in a number of popular languages, includ-
ing Ruby, Python and Perl. The framework supplies a repository of gems enabling
scripts to interface low-level resources such as PBS queues, EGEE computing ele-
ments, LFC directories and other types of Grid resources. Moreover, GridSpace2
provides a Web 2.0-based Experiment Workbench supporting joint development and
execution of virtual experiments by groups of collaborating scientists. GridSpace2
main idea to enable HPC environments via web interface is very similar to Vine
Toolkit main idea, however GridSpace with its scripts is more like programming en-
vironment for the Grid – suitable for advanced users or programmers; on the other
hand, Vine Toolkit Applications do not require from the user knowledge of scripting
languages and focus on delivering ready to use GUIs. Moreover, thanks to Vine
Toolkit native JSDL and BES support (both OGF standards [10]), the QosCosGrid
middleware stack used in the prototype portal can be easily changed to any type
supported by Vine middlewares without changes in code or even the need to restart
the portal. To the best of our knowledge Vine Toolkit is the most generic and
advanced web-based framework integrated with Adobe Flex technology available.

1.2 Scientific Objectives

In this paper we present two portal solutions which cover different goals regarding
the use of HPC infrastructure. The first solution is the Flowify portal. The gateway
itself was built for engineers from the EADS group during the wow2green (Workflows
On Web2.0 for GRid Enabled infrastructures in complex Enterprises) BEinGRID
business experiment project. The main goal in this project was to build a web-based
platform using grid solutions to manage computationally intensive workflows used in
advanced airplane construction simulations by engineers in different geographically
distributed enterprise departments. Flowify helps users synchronize the data pro-
cessing for execution and collection of results in an automated fashion. Easy-to-use
Flowify workflow interfaces are provided as intuitive web applications or integrated
with commonly used tools. Thus, many users can dynamically and simultaneously
form workspaces, share not only data for their computing experiments but also man-
age the whole process of advanced computations. An important goal was to tighten
the co-work of geographically dispersed company departments to solve advanced
and very sophisticated computational problems.

The second example is the Nano-Science Gateway which has been created for
nanotechnology science. One of the main goals of this portal is to combine ex-
perimental nano-scale measurements, real data analysis and verifications, together
with advanced modeling and numerical simulations on supercomputers based on
collaboration between scientists in this multidisciplinary research field. Nanoscien-
tists require efficient and accurate scientific applications on supercomputers with
a supporting infrastructure that allows them to focus on the research domain with-
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out knowledge of the technically complicated IT systems. Thus, we had to pre-
pare a user friendly, domain-focused science gateway which allows users to solve
nanotechnology-related problems in an intuitive way. The proposed solution was the
web-based collaborative platform based on Vine Toolkit and Liferay, along with web-
based tools integrated with grid services and the scientific applications like ABINIT,
Quantum Espresso, NAMD. Basic functionality covers such stages as preparation
of input data, submission of jobs, monitoring and controlling simulations, post pro-
cessing and analysis of the outcomes, data storage and archiving. Other advantages
of the integrated environment include automation of additional actions like data
movement, data conversion, data post processing and visualization.

In both cases the list of scientific objectives is related to development of the whole
gateway and specific web application. Different containers are used: GridSphere for
Flowify and Liferay for Nano-Science Gateway, different middlewares and different
applications; Vine Toolkit is the common part in both Gateway solutions.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM SOLUTION

Next three paragraphs present how the scientific objectives were handled regarding
developed portal solutions. The “Software used” section explains Vine Toolkit ar-
chitecture and history of improvements, then in last two subsections the problem
solution for both Gateways: Flowify and Nano-Science Gateway is described.

2.1 Software Used

Starting from the top of the Vine Toolkit software stack, it provides an efficient
and robust user interface framework based on the Adobe Flex and BlazeDs soft-
ware. Vine allows the integration of the rich internet application standard directly
to a browser and enables applications to act and look exactly as their stand-alone
versions. Thus, it is possible to create advanced portal applications like science gate-
ways where developers can create web-based versions of many legacy applications
and their GUIs. One of the key new requirements for Vine Toolkit regarding the in-
tegration with existing portal frameworks was to enable web application developers
to create rich and advanced user interfaces as quickly as possible. Initially, we tried
to use JS/AJAX-based frameworks within Vine Toolkit. Various problems related to
the software portability in different web browsers encouraged us to migrate to other
frameworks for the development and deployment of cross-platform rich Internet ap-
plications. Eventually, Adobe Flex was chosen for developing rich and advanced
user interfaces in Vine Toolkit. The main reason was that at the time of the project
inception, Microsoft Silverlight was far behind Flex in terms of functionality [11].
Also, the licensing favored Flex which is open source. Obviously, the presentation
layer is a front end to various components and services provided by Vine Toolkit,
but it is getting ever more important once advanced web applications are available.
Thanks to a pluggable Vine architecture it is possible to extend its base functionality
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in a uniform way. For instance, at the beginning Vine Toolkit offered only a support
for the Globus Toolkit middleware. Currently, it is possible to use the majority of
leading middleware stacks: GRIA, gLite, UNICORE, QosCos middleware and many
other well-known standards, such as OGF JSDL, OGF OGSA-BES or OGF-HPC
Profile [12]. Technically speaking, a new service in Vine can be added by creating
a separate project and implementing a set of predefined APIs. Then, after a proper
configuration, it can be used transparently by the end user without any additional
changes in the application code. Finally, Vine offers various deployment configura-
tions including standalone mode, web service mode and more importantly a ready
to use integration with portal environments and portlet containers, e.g. Gridsphere
or Liferay [14, 15]. Therefore, with a single software stack it is possible to build
a complex solution consisting of services, a portal and a set of user-customized ap-
plications available at once as a web gateway. Vine was designed to work with
well-known JSR-168 open standard and its reference implementation and Tomcat
web application container [16]. Since version 1.1, Vine Toolkit also supports Liferay
JSR-286 enterprise portal [17]. Consequently, Vine Toolkit gives its users a great
opportunity for creating and delivering production-quality web environments as it
covers major web-based development aspects, especially for scientific and computing
portals.
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2.2 Flowify Portal

One of the main component is a built-in grid level meta-scheduling broker service
called GRMS which allows IT administrators to apply various resource management
policies, in particular load balancing of jobs submitting to computing clusters and
data centers to meet peak demands. As a core workflow engine within the Flow-
ify gateway we used the Kepler/Ptolemy standalone application/framework accord-
ing to requirements for workflow support and description collected from engineers.
Please note that the pluggable architecture of Vine Toolkit allows developers to add
other workflow management systems. The graphical user web interface for workflow
management and control was created with Adobe Flex technology to provide easy-
to-use and very similar interface to the stand-alone Kepler application. Thanks to
Flowify capabilities, workflow creators are able to share workflow definitions with
other users via the Internet. Computing simulations and generated data can be
shared among different groups of users supporting inter and intra department co-
operation within given company. At the same time users have a fully transparent
access to underlying computing resources, so they can focus on research goals using
domain specific interfaces and completely ignore the complexity of the underlying
IT infrastructure.

GRID enabled resources

Wow2green Portal
                      Flowify

Engineer

  Uploads
input data

Workflow
designer

Manages users 
                   and roles

 Broker manages
 computations

Example of some final result

Browses an output

Creates a simulation

XML description of 
  an experiment

Team manager

  Browses
shared team 
 simulations

Administrator

 Creates and uploads
         a workflow

Figure 2. Flowify portal components, actors and results

Beside Vine Toolkit and GridSphere portal framework Flowify architecture con-
sists of several components: Vine web service – web service that exposes a subset
of functionality to external systems/services related to the grid middleware abstrac-
tion; Kepler workflow engine – core part of the Kepler/Ptolemy standalone applica-
tion/framework for workflow management; Kepler engine web service – web service
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that exposes the workflow engine functionality to external systems/services; set of
Kepler Vine actors – base components of the workflow, where jobs will be submitted
through the vine web service to allow grid-independent actions on resources; GRMS
broker with web service interface – job broker component with advanced scheduling
methodology to balance resource usage in the grid environment; GRIA middleware –
grid middleware – service-oriented infrastructure (SOI) designed to support B2B col-
laborations through service provision across organizational boundaries (it could be
exchanged as the grid access is abstracted through the Vine Toolkit usage); GRIA
Information Web Service – web service that exposes the information about available
GRIA resources and also about queues’ statistics in the batch systems behind the
GRIA services.

Flowify web application is the main end user web interface at the portal level.
The welcome screen consists of the so called Dashboard which summarizes the simu-
lations runs in the grid resources. End user is able to see the simulations’ current
statuses with links leading to the given simulation details. The other part of the web
interface is a browser with two panels – the left side is a workflow and simulation
search place, the right side shows the details of the selected element. In case of
the workflow template user is able to specify input parameters and files and later
start a new simulation of it. Details of the workflow template present the overall
description and the description of all parameters, it is also possible to view the
graphical representation of the chosen workflow. In case of parameter form, a simple
parameter sweep is possible by defining a set of values, for example for the given run.
The possibility to tag the elements like workflow or simulation and later search for
any object with the given tag value assigned is an important feature. Beside simple
status information after the simulation start, user can also see advanced history
of the simulation. The history shows a list of all applications executions, which
are part of the workflow on the grid resources including such information like start
and end time or DNS host name. Flowify portal allows specifying a group of users
and defining share policies at the portal and grid resources level. It was important
due to direct downloads of results accordingly to the end users privileges set at the
portal level – in this case functionality of the GRIA middleware regarding groups
and roles was used intensively. Four end users types are distinguished from the
conceptual point of view: administrators, workflow designers, engineers and team
managers. Through built-in role management system different kind of users have
different rights and responsibilities in the complex organizational company structure.

2.3 Nano-Science Gateway

The most advanced part of this nanotechnology science gateway is ABINIT portal
client. The ABINIT simulation software package allows users to solve problems such
as finding the total energy, charge density and electronic structure of systems made
of electrons and nuclei within Density Functional Theory (DFT), using pseudopo-
tentials and a planewave basis [18, 19]. ABINIT also includes options to optimize
the geometry according to the DFT forces and stresses, or to perform molecular
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dynamics simulations using these forces, or to generate dynamical matrices, Born
effective charges, and dielectric tensors. Excited states can be computed within the
Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (for molecules), or within Many-Body
Perturbation Theory. Despite of its usefulness in computations, being a command-
line tool, ABINIT requires from the user not only domain-specific knowledge but also
some computer science related accomplishments and ABINIT in/out data structures
familiarity. In order to hide the complexity and provide a web-based collaborative
access to ABINIT, we created many new rich web applications using Vine Toolkit
and Adobe Flex. Consequently, we are able to support the transparent web access to
sequential and parallel execution of DFT codes deployed on HPC computing clusters
available for users in the PL-Grid infrastructure. By providing basic and advanced
modes we are able to support both experts and beginners during their simulation
studies. Continuous meetings with end users were a great opportunity to gather new
requirements, e.g. tools to parse input/output parameters in the form-like panel for
ABINIT and other DFT code, e.g. Quantum Espresso. Some parameters that were
not reflected in the parameter input form could be easily added now using a new rich
editor in the advanced mode. It should be noted that inputs needed for ABINIT
job submission are pseudopotential files. Using the built-in Vine Toolkit file man-
ager users can easily access, copy and assign appropriate files. It is also possible to
store users’ files by taking the advantage of Vine Toolkit files repository as well as
advanced access control mechanisms to share them according to defined policies.

After preparing a set of parameters and selecting steering parameters for DFT
calculations, a user can add another set of parameters to be solved in parallel. When
the whole experiment is ready (typically, it consists of several parameter sets) the
user can send the experiment to a Grid middleware controlling remote comput-
ing clusters. In this approach, we used the QosCosGrid middleware stack together
with a metascheduler services called Grid Resource Management System (GRMS).
Therefore, we were able to make the underlying HPC resources fully transparent
for end-users, so they could focus only on domain-specific interfaces and problems
instead of struggling with computing infrastructure details, such as available pro-
cessing power, deployed libraries or memory limits. After job submission the user
can monitor all his/her simulations by simply checking the progress bars. Additional
monitoring tool is a chart presenting the relative difference between subsequent com-
putation iterations. If the user notes that the difference does not converge during
experiment, he/she may decide to cancel this task in order to save the computa-
tional power. It is also possible to cancel the whole experiment – in this case all
pending tasks (for corresponding parameter sets) are cancelled. Immediately after
each job completion, the user can see generated results in the portal. As it was
mentioned above, all the ABINIT output files are stored in a Vine repository or can
be transferred to remote file servers, e.g. GridFTP or more advanced Data Manage-
ment Services, e.g. iRODS or DMS. The calculated functions of the total density
of electronic states (DOS) line charts can also be displayed as visualization results.
It is possible to view multiple series from different tasks on the same chart. The
chart can be dynamically cropped and zoomed and special values like the Fermi
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energy can be also marked on the chart (if it was calculated in given case). For
those applications we used Vine extensions based on Adobe Flex. Figure 3 shows
the example experiment and its visualization results.

Figure 3. Nano-Science Gateway – ABINIT web client: Total energy calculation and cal-
culated functions of the total density of electronic states (DOS) line charts

All parameter sets and corresponding computing jobs together with their results
are stored as cases for further use. This allows users to start or re-submit long-term
calculations from the portal, observe their progress after some time (possibly with
another browser and session), view the results of completed experiments and reuse
the previous experiments altering some parameters. To enable quick search of a cer-
tain example all parameter sets and previous cases can be annotated with keywords
by users. Thus, it is possible to look for similar experiments descriptions and re-
sults using these tags by other users working on similar data sets. In this case,
a special module for web searching is used with two data sources available: Google
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and ScienceDirect. The Nano-Science Gateway also allows for viewing computing
resources and monitoring their characteristics to provide a useful feedback for end
users, developers and administrators in different administrative domains where com-
puting clusters or other HPC resources are located. In order to gather all presented
metrics, various monitoring tests are invoked periodically and their results are pre-
sented as graphical maps or diagrams in the portal using Adobe Flex applications.
For example, thanks to the QosCosGrid middleware, results of bi-directional tests of
cross-domain QCG-OMPI and QCG-ProActive applications measuring bandwidth
and latency between clusters located in different administrative domains can be vi-
sualised [20]. One of the most useful features of this part of the portal are Gantt
charts showing local and cross-domain job executions as well as advance reserva-
tion and co-allocation of computing resources in time. Both monitoring tools are
presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Nano-Science Gateway – Testbed information page showing network latency and
bandwidth together with active advance reservations in HPC clusters available in
the PL-Grid infrastructure
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3 RESULTS

The presented Flowify portal system solves many problems in a complicated grid
environment. It reduces the response time of the grid system through brokering and
automatic resource management, causes better usage of distributed grid resources
as resource broker, balances their usage, reduces errors during the overall process
of advanced simulations as the workflows are provided and validated by the experi-
enced workflow designers, simplifies administration efforts in large scale computing
environments by the simple and easy to use web interface and finally provides user
friendly process of preparing and managing workflow simulations. The second so-
lution allows end users to focus only on nano-science and abstract their scientific
research work from the IT environment they have to use. Graphical interfaces plus
support for native input files for applications like ABINIT make the work easier and
more productive. Users have access to full history of scientific outcomes and previous
applications runs so next simulation could be based on the previous ones. Modifica-
tions and experiment repetitions are more user friendly, many actions are automated
(such as data management). Users can download output data at any time and place
and do further analysis locally if desired. What is important, Nano-Science Gate-
way was successfully presented at the NANO 2010 workshop co-located with the 4th

National Conference on Nanotechnology [21]. During the workshop scientists could
test our new portal solution solving on-line ABINIT tutorial examples on the real
HPC testbed without the need to access remote computing clusters using SSH or
file transfer protocols. Users were using web browsers to perform all the computing
simulations on remote machines.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we briefly presented our approach to build Science Gateways using our
Vine Toolkit integrated with the Adobe Flex software development kit. The pre-
sented web-based gateway supports various nanotechnology scientists in execution
and management of large-scale simulations on computational grids using DFT code
like ABINIT or Quantum Espresso. The described framework offers an effective
way to start, monitor and control scientific applications via web based user-friendly
graphical interfaces. Other Vine Toolkit based gateways were successfully developed
and adopted in several other communities and R & D projects like QosCosGrid, BE-
inGrid, Omii-Europe or HPC-Europa mentioning Flowify solution. Currently Vine
Toolkit is being enhanced and tested under the national Polish Grid Infrastructure
(PL-Grid) project and is planned to be deployed in production environments. Future
works on the Vine Toolkit based Science Gateways is divided into two parts: various
extensions to the existing ABINIT, Quantum Esspreso, NAMD clients and support
for another applications and packages like MOPAC. Many existing users identified
several new applications that can be added to the gateway easily, e.g. NWChem or
BLAST/CLUSTALW2, and their integration will be a next step. Then, we would
like to extend the gateway to support all major applications used for large-scale
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parallel simulation in nanotechnology and molecular chemistry/biology, thus giving
scientists the possibility to make their advanced calculations in one collaborative
web space. Some additional features will be added to incorporate popular social
networking capabilities; some of them are currently available in Vine Toolkit and
Liferay repositories. Social networking features will be used to improve data sharing
and semantic descriptions of the performed experiments and obtained results.
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